
Sqlite Error Code 1802
Issue 81429: SQLiteDiskIOException: disk I/O error (code 1802) while inserting call log entry. 1 person
starred this issue and may be notified of changes. Stackoverflow icon. Android SQLite Database:
SQLiteDiskIOException: disk I/O error (code 1802). by Guanlun. 1 year ago. Tweet about Us! Tell your
friends!

SQLITE_DONE. The term "error code" means any result code
other than these three. SQLITE_IOERR_DIR_FSYNC (1290),
SQLITE_IOERR_FSTAT (1802).
SQLiteDiskIOException: disk I/O error (code 522) it is a random thing, but only I'm trying to save it on db
but I am getting the error:disk I/O error (code 1802). In my application I am cleaning all the data of my
application (database, sharedpreferences) by code and after that when I am trying to insert some value in
DB it. Now there should be no Warning, Notice in error.log by izap_videos. To over come this, we stop
this monitoring and start to see the queue status via sqlite db. Luckylucciano 1802 days ago Plugin/project
homepage · Code repository.
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Android SQLite Database: SQLiteDiskIOException: disk I/O error (code 1802)
Developers discuss problems related to SQLiteDiskIOException on these pages.
my application experiences a crash when the sqlite DB is changed the 1st time.
20:52:07.658: I/Database(26580): sqlite returned: error code snippet = 1802.

Developers discuss problems related to SQLiteDiskIOException on these pages
SQLiteDiskIOException: error code 10: disk I/O error. android.database.sqlite.
SQLiteException: cannot rollback - no transaction is active (code 1). 12-12
15:20:21.105 2770 2770 E SQLiteDiskIOException: disk I/O error (code 1802).
SQL return code 1802 SQLITE_IOERR_FSTAT Information about SQLite
Result Codes or Error Codes and Error Messages or Warnings on Windows,
Linux.

When the app is installed first I'm fetching the
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server answer and I'm trying to save it on db but I
am getting the error:disk I/O error (code 1802).
When I reopen.
This is the list of the error codes that can be reported by VEGA and VEGA ZZ.
Error code, Description. 11, Abort 1802, Invalid database handle. 1803, Unable
to get the 1819, Unable to attach SQLite structure database. 1820, Missing. Sql
error: Can't create table 'akonadi.parttable' (errno: -1) QMYSQL: Unable to
execute 8: /usr/lib64/qt4/libQtCore.so.4(+0x124a3f) (0x7f4fc1802a3f)
ProcessControl: Application 'akonadiserver' returned with exit code 255
(Unknown error) AFAIR akonadi was originally shipped with SQLite support,
but I think that's. There was an internal API error. Posted 2 years error,
launching. error: Failed to read entitlements from Got SQLITE_IOERR with
extended error code 1802 for db 0x8ca2390. Will try to Tagged: xcode, sqlite,
AddressBook. warning:. (QTBUG-1802) - Assamese consonant combinations
not rendered correctly when (QTBUG-4065) - Qmake: the error code returned
by qmake is not propagated for Symbian unzipped even on Symbian version
with built-in Sqlite support. After a while, locus shows up this error message:
FAT32: I cannot use it, because my maps are in the sqlite-format (single file)
05-06 15:09:02.809 E/SQLiteLog(22936): (1802) os_unix.c:27930: (107) If I
click on DOWNLOAD, then comes the error: "Unknown problem, problem
with internet connection, error code: 44". SQLiteException: Cannot execute for
last inserted row ID, base error code: 10 at
executeInsert(SQLiteStatement.java:86) at com.raizlabs.android.dbflow.sql.

LXR self cross-referenced (under SQLite) in 0043 file display, feature available
after commenting/uncommenting two 0044 blocks in code displaying a file from
a Git 0139 repository may error out when annotations are requested. 1800
'swishdirbase' parameters 1801 1802 To ease lxr.conf configuration,
'glimpsedir'.

As usual, the source code has been uploaded to the Bacula project of Source
Forge. In addition we have worked on improving error handling for the new.



21046 (Unknown) 596 libmono-system-web-mvc3.0-cil 3003 151 1802 1050
(Unknown) 788 libqt4-sql-sqlite 828595 3221 776799 854 47721 (Unknown).

android.database.sqlite.SQLiteDiskIOException: disk I/O error (code 1802) at
android.app.ActivityThread.performLaunchActivity(ActivityThread.java:2305).

E/AndroidRuntime( 1775): at android.database.sqlite.SQLiteOpenHelper.
W/ActivityManager( 1059): Failed setting process group of 1802 to 0. Have
anyone. input/database.sqlite"). dbListTables(db). # ----- Utitlies ------------------
--------------------------------------------. # Define constants to improve readability
of large number. SVN Source Code vector data, New spatial index for vector
data, SQLite is default DB backend, New graphical tools compile error: static
declaration of 'encoding' follows non-static declaration, #419: cairo compilation
error, #422: broken (d.) be region sensitive, #1802: Change in input for graph
function in r.mapcalc. I believe I need to find the Australia initial scan data and
fix the error inside itboth TBL_TS holds details of each multiplex. Code: sqlite_
select * from TBL_TS,
1/6/ITV2/8325/1/1/1/1/1/1800/1801/1802/1801/8192/1/1/0/2/0/0/255/0/65537/.

android.database.sqlite.SQLiteDiskIOException: disk I/O error (code 1802). I
have written some code which is used to delete database folder.It delete
database. But when app crashes and i relunch the app, the error doesn't happen
anymore! SQLiteDiskIOException: disk I/O error (code 1802) at
android.database.sqlite. 1802 1803 1804 1805 1806 1807 1808 1809 1810 1811
1812 1813 1814 1815 1816 1817 1818 libzrtp: FreeSWITCH is now the official
home of ZRTP code fs_cli: set build: fix build error due to missing zlib linking
when using libtool 2.2 or later build: add sqlite to clean on make current or
update-clean (r:2366f429)
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1791 1792 1793 1794 1795 1796 1797 1798 1799 1800 1801 1802 1803 1804 1805 #8041: error on
building libcurl7.42.0 2015.02, Released March 1st, 2015 Minor fixes. Updated Code sourcery and Linaro
external toolchains. spice-protocol, sqlcipher, sqlite, squashfs, squid, sredird, startup-notification, strace.
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